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Abstract— The network throughput will changed when
network size modified and it will specified by capacity
scaling property. It provide the essential performance in
dense wireless networks. Existing result have been
obtained based on the scheduling partition scheme and
this methodology not feasible in dense wireless networks
due to the scheduling complexity, packet loss, time delay.
In this paper we implement the connection level
scheduling in wireless networks using only MAC layer
information and to improve the throughput optimal
scheduling performance when files are arrival and
dispatcher. The scheduler has access the total queue
length at MAC layer then it will use max weight
scheduling algorithm to achieve the throughput and
concentrate the CSMA scheduling algorithm, it will
implemented in decentralized way. CSMA indeed achieve
throughput optimality without the timescale separation
assumption. Finally connection level scheduling achieve
throughput even use only MAC layer queue length
information.

The thoughtful link scheduling can assurance certain
grades of conduit utilization such that the achievable
throughput is a constant part of the top bound. The work
in advised initially from the throughput of unicast
communication later implement with broadcast
communication and finally end with multicast
communication. Another important breakthrough on
dense wireless mesh throughput capacity was made by
utilizing the percolation procedure, used to improve the
unicast and multicast capacity bounds when nodes
randomly placed in mesh. All the results are obtained by
existing scheduling algorithms are may not feasible in
dense wireless network.

Keywords— network capacity, scheduling partition,
distributed partition protocol, localized scheduling
algorithm, max weight scheduling algorithm, csma
algorithm
I. INTRODUCTION
To operate the dense wireless network
efficiently, the capacity scaling and scheduling algorithm
needed to maintain the concurrent transmission between
different users. Wireless interference and multihop relay
prevent a large wireless mesh from high throughput. The
throughput capacity of the dense wireless network has
obtain substantial attention in past few years. Figure 1.1
discribe the structure of the wireless network. Here
number of systems connect via wireless link.
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Figure 1.1 wireless Network structure

The aim of these studies is to maximize the mesh
throughput while double-checking every transmission to
be thriving. The centralized design collect the whole
mesh the whole mesh topology data to compute a
collision free schedule but its not suitable when network
size increased. The circulated arranging algorithm work
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better in dense network and not for assembling
international topologies. The amount of exchanged nodes
and the latency to work out the transmission agenda boost
as mesh dimensions arguments. In addition to scheduling
random access to has been studied in the literature as a
alternative approach. Using random access method
transmission collisions are occur so it cannot accomplish
the maximal network. So reduce the collision in dense
network have improved the throughput to maximize by
taking up the carrier sense multiple access technique and
adapting the random access likelihood according to the
traffic burden. The literature result of the random access
designs supply simple and effective connection
transmission solutions in wireless systems. So next go to
study a new approach distinct from the random access to
solve the wireless transmission problems.
In this paper we suggest a scheduling partition
methodology to address the feasibility of greatest
capability climbing in dense wireless networks. It decay
the dense wireless network into number of small
independent nodes then apply the scheduling algorithm to
schedule broadcast in each partition node. Since it is not
optimized and possible to collision occur. So in this paper
the parallel routing based on percolation theory and
schedule respectively short-hops and long-hops is
implemented. In the other type, the routing without using
the percolation theory in order to avoid the bottleneck on
the accessing path into highways Combining with the two
types of schemes, obtain the achievable throughput as the
lower bounds of multicast capacity.
Fig 1.2 gives the details about the architecture of
our system. First construct the network using deployment
of nodes in the area. Then form a routing using adhoc
ondemand distance vector routing (AODV). After that
want to partition the large network into small independent
area. Then establish the connection between partitions
area using localized scheduling algorithm. Finally use the
parallel scheduling algorithm in the case of to achieve
efficient throughput. Efficient operation of wireless
networks has always been a crucial task due to the
inherentbroadcast nature of the wireless medium.
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Figure 1.2 system architecture

The rest of this paper structured as follows: first
describe the network model in section 2 . In section 3
explain the design of distributed partition protocol and
describe the localized scheduling algorithm and parallel
scheduling algorithm in section 4. Next describe the
future work in section 5. And finally give the conclusion
in section 6.
II. Network Model
A kind of network forms have been utilized in the
literature to comprise different scenarios of node
expansions, node communication, position distribution
and interferences. A usually applicable arranging method,
consider all these forms in this paper. And the network
model is based on the extended network model. It also
consider the following model based on the above
parameters.
The expanted network is distinguished by n nodes
circulated in rectangle district B with localality B=n. As
mesh scales the node density holds unchanging 1. After
including this scaling component our outcome in this
paper further more addredd the following forms for
wireless interferences, node location and communication
scenarios.
In the interference model use three models they are
protocol model, generalized physical model, physical
model. In the location model address two prevailing
node position models random and random mesh. In
random systems node locations are circulated in a
random poisson issue process and the random mesh
model represent a node positions are allotted in need.
And finally communication module use the unicast,
multicast, broadcast technique.
There are two possible notions of connectivity for a
dense network. The first considers only the topology of
the connectivity graph that can be derived from the dense
network. The second is a more stringent condition that
also considers contention issues in the network. The
existing results use the first definition, which is the
tradition that will be continued, to explain most of the
parts, however some heuristics for addressing the second
requirement of connectivity are also presented. The goal
of connectivity can be summarized as follows. Assume
that n sensors are deployed in area. Let r S be the sensing
radius and rT be the transmission radius. Suppose a
sensing event fires at some position
and it is to be
transmitted to
. It is very important to successfully
transmit the occurrence of an event with high probability
for any x, y.
Modules Implementation
This paper contain totally five modules. There are
network construction, pocket routing, network partition
module, localized scheduling module, parallel scheduling
module. In the first module want to construct the more
number of nodes, set the direction, coverage area,
antenna type etc. After that perform the routing using
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AODV routing protocol. It is a on demand routing
protocol. Main advantage of this algorithm is destination
sequence number, using that easily find out the path when
pathloss or connection broken will occur. The network
partition module split the entire network into more
number of small network. The sink node will act as a
cluster head to communicate with other sink nodes. The
information of the sub nodes of the networks will passes
via the sink node. After that communicate the sink node
using the localized scheduling module. In this module the
link will be generated and connect the networks. The
parallel scheduling will find the alternative paths when
the packet data send to out of the transmission range.
III. Design of Scheduling Partition Protocol
A. Distributed Partition Protocol
The dimensions of each partition should be at
smallest propotional to the critical transmission radius. As
desire the maximum node capability and minimize the
scheduling overhead simultaneously , finally develop the
least significant acceptable partitions to minimize the
protocol overhead.
Specifically partition localities should be enclosed
between an inner computer disk of radius. Note that when
the percolation main road system is utilized for routing in
the random node position model to get access to and exit.
In this case need the partition dimension to be on the
alignment of log np such that the partition dimensions
obligation holds by utilizing voronoi Tessellation our task
is in fact to work out the subset of nodes that will serve as
the schedulers. The non scheduler nodes simply connect
the respective closest schedulers to form partitions. The
basic concept of this distributed partition protocol is the
scheduler conclusion by random affray. Each node in the
network volunteers to become a scheduler with some selfrecommendation likelihood. If two nodes that are close to
each other assertion to be schedulers simultaneously. One
gives up the affray such that the developed partitions will
conform to the dimensions obligation.
The partition method finishes when every node
belongs to a partition. Note that there is a tradeoff
between the partition overhead and the convergence time
that is controlled by the self-recommendation probability.
For a higher probability, larger overhead and much
quicker convergence are anticipated. So configure this
likelihood to be inversely proportional to the node
density, which double checks that both the overhead and
the convergence are with acceptable bounds.. This
protocol runs in every node individually until the node has
very resolute to become a scheduler or it has chosen a
nearby scheduler to join. According to the protocol, the
undecided nodes first exchange their identification and
position data.
The protocol structure contain the following steps
1.Source node send the broadcast message to the
destination via neighbour nodes.
2.Determine the node set Ni.
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3.Choose the scheduler node with have probability 1/aN i
and set the backoff timer.
4.Before expire backoff timer the scheduler announce the
status with in particular distance.
5.If there is no scheduler is available means repeat the
above steps.
B. Localized Scheduling Algorithm
The localized scheduling algorithm runs in each
scheduling partition and in each time slot t.
The algorithm contain the following steps
1.A set of links that is going to requesting
transmission was given as a input.
2.Then it will select a link randomly from a whole
network link.
3.Also the link satisfy the main result that is the
scheduling will have a minimum interspace, and partition
size is a convex polygon , finally at any time any location
atleast one link must be scheduled for transmission.
Since it is not feasibility in dense wireless networks due
to the time delay , packet loss, collision. So implement
the parallel scheduling algorithm in this paper.
IV. PARALLEL SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
The performance of these parallel scheduling
algorithm depends on the circulation of the nodes across
the levels. And it will support for the node based
scheduling and level based scheduling. The parallel
scheduling algorithm is also based on the distributed
scheduling algorithm so surely it will support the dense
wireless network. A proper schedule not only avoid
collisions of every receiver node in each time slot and
also minimize the number of time slots, latency. The
more or high time slots will increase the data rate. More
than one node can exchange data at the same time if their
destinations are non conflicts parts of the network. Here
the conflicts are two types they are primary and
secondary conflict. A primary conflict occurs when a
node deliver more number of transmission at the same
time or the destination receive more data same time with
in a particular transmission range. The secondary conflict
occur when a node plan to receive of a particular
transmission.
The algorithm have the following steps
Step 1: The number of partition nodes are given as a
input.
Step 2: Then transmission is begin.
Step 3: while atleast one packet has not reached the
destination for with in a time for s= 1 to M.
Step 4: After that define sets = set of nodes corresponding
to transmission range with at least one packet.
Step 5: T =sets , set of nodes not corresponding to
transmission range s with at least one packet.
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Step 6: finally update the place of packet and end

V. SIMULATION RESULT
In the network simulations, the transmission time of
all links is exponentially distributed with mean 1ms, and
the backoff time of link k is exponentially distributed with
mean 1/ exp(rk)ms. So the capacity of each link is 1(data
unit)/ms. In the starting period, all queues are empty, and
the initial value of rk is 0 for all k.

MediumAccess Control (MAC) protocol to determine
which users should transmit which makes the efficient
operation even complex situation. The main advantage of
this algorithm is short file transmission is not blocked by
the long file transmission. Both Max-weight and CSMA
algorithm is a distributed algorithm, so each and every
node will have the responsibility to know the own MAC
information and its carrier sensing information. CSMA
(Carrier sense Multiple access) type protocols are an
important class of MAC protocols due to their simplicity
of implementation, and have been widely used in real
time. For example in WLANs (IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi) or
emerging wireless mesh networks. Using this protocols,
each user listens to the channel and can transmit, with
some probability, only when the channel is not busy.
Even
the extreme simplicity of the CSMA-type
algorithms, their efficiency have been always
questionable.
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Figure 5.1 Throughput comparision graph

The fig5.1 throughput comparision result graph
show that the proposed algorihm that is localized
scheduling partition with parallel scheduling is working
better than the existing work . here the graph ploted
between the number of nodes in the network and
throughput of the network.

VI CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the present work the scheduling partition in
dense wireless networks using Parallel Scheduling
algorithm is implemented. It will be used to achieve the
throughput interms of packetloss. Using this algorithm
first partition the network into small number of
independent partition area. Then connect the partition area
using scheduling algorithm. Parallel scheduling algorithm
used to find out the parallel paths among the network. So
when a packet loss or traffic occur it will manage the
packet loss using alternative paths. Finally we show that
our algorithm achieve maximum throughput than existing.
In future work, a new scheduling Partition schemes
called Max-weight and CSMA algorithm which is to find
out to achieve the throughput more effectively . It will be
performed at the MAC layer. Because scheduling is the
part of the MAC. The source need a distributed
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